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As we considered the topic of our contribution to this
special issue honoring Peter Doherty, we recalled that

the central concept of Peter and Rolf Zinkernagel’s Nobel
award winning findings involved T cell specificity. Essen-
tially, what do T cells recognize. The Doherty and Zinker-
nagel discovery in 1974 of the major histocompatibility
complex restriction of T cells galvanized the field’s focus
on the T cell receptor and T cell antigen specificity (35).
Similarly, for B cells Paul Ehrlich had proposed years ear-
lier in his 1908 Nobel lecture (8) that the antitoxins (i.e.,
antibodies) described by von Behring and Kitasao (29) were
preformed antibody receptors that specifically bound anti-
gen. Specificity is key to all adaptive immune responses,
and the basis for protective immunity induced by most vac-
cines typically involves specific antibodies. The specificity of
B cell responses can further be critically important clinically
as differences in antibody specificity can result in either
protection against or enhancement of disease as illustrated
in the case of dengue virus infection (23). Currently, major
efforts are underway to develop a universal influenza virus
vaccine that would provide broadly protective immunity for
all influenza A viruses (IAVs). In this brief piece, we suggest
that the search for a universal influenza virus vaccination
strategy must consider the inclusion of multiple universal
target specificities to slow the risk of virus evolution and
prevent viral escape.

IAVs cause seasonal outbreaks worldwide and occasionally
severe pandemics that are a significant burden in morbidity,
mortality, and economic loss. The continuous evolution of
IAV through mutations and reassortments provide the overall
mechanisms to explain why previous exposure to IAV does
not confer permanent protection against IAV infection. The
key molecules targeted by B cell immunity are the two ma-

jor IAV surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neur-
aminidase (NA). For most pandemics, zoonotic IAVs with
viral glycoproteins previously uncirculated in humans gain
the ability to replicate and efficiently transmit to humans. For
seasonal IAV epidemics, progressive antigenic drift, espe-
cially around the sialic acid binding site of the HA protein,
generates new viral variants with amino acid changes that al-
ter antigenic epitopes and preclude optimal recognition by
pre-existing immunity. This antigenic evolution leads to the
complete replacement of older strains with new viruses cir-
culating through the human population.

Due to the antigenic evolution of influenza viruses, influ-
enza vaccine compositions are examined every year and ad-
justed as needed. Predictions of the best guess matched strains
have improved over recent years thanks to the extended usage
of viral sequencing data. However, it has become evident that
additional factors, such as antigenic changes in the HA gen-
erated during the production of H3N2 vaccines in eggs,
complicate further the attempt of matching the vaccines with
circulating strains and result in decreased hemagglutination
titers against these viruses (24). These limitations, as well as
the more pressing fear of the emergence of a potential pan-
demic, particularly from the introduction of highly lethal IAV
strains into the human population, have made improving in-
fluenza vaccination a public health priority (27).

Creating a universal influenza vaccine has long been a
goal of influenza researchers. In the late 70s, CD8+ T cell
responses to influenza were discovered to have broadly
crossreactive specificities to peptides derived from more
conserved internal proteins, creating hope of a more uni-
versal T cell-based vaccine (7). Although crossreactive, the
modest protective effect and lack of sterilizing immunity
provided by T cells make these responses less than ideal.
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However, CD8+ T cells have been shown in animal models
to definitively provide protection against IAV disease, and a
beneficial role has been suggested in human studies (10,11).
The greatest benefit for T cell immunity has been argued for
the case of novel pandemic IAV infections where pre-
existing B cell immunity is lacking.

On the contrary, a strain-matched B cell response can pro-
vide close to, if not, sterilizing protection. The limitation, as
already stated, is the antigenic drift of the new strains that
constantly arise in the global human population as immunity to
the circulating strain increases in the population after infection
or thanks to immunization with seasonal influenza vaccines.
A few years ago, it was found that broadly crossreactive anti-
bodies could be generated against IAVs, and inducing this type
of immunity through vaccination is the focus of current en-
hanced efforts (9,15,26). New vaccination strategies targeting
the conserved domain of the HA stem are currently the favored
approaches [for review, see Krammer (16)].

Significant gaps remain in our understanding of the tug of
war between the host and the virus and the extent to which
IAV evolves in response to host defense mechanisms. This
information has critical implications for the development of
universal vaccination strategies. For years, the dogma had
been that neutralizing anti-HA antibodies provided all the
pressure necessary for the antigenic changes to occur and
for the virus to escape pre-existing immunity. Monoclonal
antibodies and polyclonal sera have been shown to select
influenza virus mutants dissimilarly in model systems
(5,30,33). While viral selection using a single monoclonal
antibody may lead to HA point mutations in the antibody
binding site, mutants arising under selection from polyclonal
sera or combination of monoclonal antibodies exhibit in-
creased avidity for cellular glycans and harbor mutations
near the sialic acid binding site, distinct from the antibody
binding sites (12,34). Similarly, studies investigating in-
trahost evolution of IAVs in vaccinated and nonvaccinated
hosts (dogs, horses, and humans) have been unable to
demonstrate selection of viral escape variants (6,13,21,22).
These studies suggest that immune-driven variants do not
usually arise in immunocompetent individuals. This para-
digm needs to be reconciled with the well-known IAV an-
tigenic evolution observed at the population level in
humans. Studies are needed to further our understanding of
the mechanisms of population-based antigenic evolution and
to evaluate the potential contribution from specific immune
response (B cells and T cells) in driving such changes.

The objective of universal influenza HA vaccines is to
generate a specific immunity in the human population to
conserved regions that are broadly found in IAVs. Current
candidate vaccine approaches are focused on the viral HA,
particularly to the HA stem. To the extent that specific
immunity can drive point mutations during an acute infec-
tion, a focused universal vaccine would create a prime op-
portunity for IAV to be pressured quickly and to evolve in
that region. Therefore, it is important to consider what
factors reduce the risk of rapid virus evolution and the
mutations of antibody binding site or T cell epitopes. A
more comprehensive look at virus evolution can be found in
the review from Bloom and colleagues (31).

First, influenza is an acute and limited infection in im-
munocompetent individuals. Other natural virus infec-
tions where immune-specific mutations have been observed

involve chronic infection with various viruses such as the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), lymphocytic chor-
iomeningitis, hepatitis, or herpes viruses (3,4,14,18–20,
25,28). In these infections, the virus is not cleared rapidly
by host immunity, as in acute infections, and frequently
persists in the host for weeks or years. Chronic infections
provide sufficient time for mutant viruses less efficiently
or not at all recognized by the immune system to outgrow
the original virus and eventually to be transmitted. During
acute infections, the time frame for virus evolution and
transmission to the next host is compressed to a few days,
making the process very unlikely in most cases. Thus, this
kinetics issue provides one potential explanation why virus
evolution is not typically observed for acute infections.
In contrast, in immunocompromised individuals, influ-
enza infection becomes more protracted, lasts for weeks,
and is associated with frequent mutations in multiple viral
genes (32).

A second explanation involves the inherent nature of
immunity to viruses and proteins. Immune responses are
complex involving repertoires of both B cells and T cells
with multiple specificities and diverse immunodominance.
For the virus, the most effective way to escape these re-
sponses is to make the minimal change that would affect the
most specificities. One example of this process is the addi-
tion or shifting of glycosylation sites that have a broader
structural impact than the single nucleotide change would
normally predict (1,36). Conversely for the host, targeting
multiple viral epitopes or proteins complicates the virus’
capacity to evade the response by forcing it to mutate mul-
tiple amino acids to avoid immune recognition during the
limited time frame provided by acute infection. If very
high concentrations of antibodies or high numbers of T cells
of monoclonal specificity are pre-existing in the host at
the time of infection, immune pressure could lead to se-
lective virus evolution, even in an acute infection. However,
the levels of monoclonal-specific response required for this
process are highly unlikely to be present in a normal host.
With each additional specificity, viral escape becomes pro-
gressively more difficult as the probability of the virus
possessing multiple amino acid mutations is increasingly
less likely and would require extremely high virus titers.
Therefore, broadening the anti-HA specificities within an
immune response should reduce the opportunity for point
mutation evolution.

The effectiveness of the immune mechanisms related to
each specific response (for B and T cells) is also important
for the multiple specificities. For example, a specific neu-
tralizing antibody capable of blocking infection or gener-
ating ‘‘sterilizing immunity’’ would likely be more effective
than a specific cytotoxic T cells response that requires in-
fection or a specific antibody that only works through
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity. The more effec-
tive the multiple individual immune response components
are, the less likely specific adaptive mutations will occur in
an individual. Conversely, the less effective the individual
responses are, the more likely specific adaptive mutants
could arise.

Finally, virus characteristics also contribute to limit the
effect of immune-induced selection of specificity-selected
variants. Influenza infection in the airways results in fre-
quent superinfection of susceptible cells by multiple virus
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particles. This is the basis for the generation of reassortant
viruses frequently detected for instance in zoonotic infec-
tion. This mechanism could also contribute to hinder the
selection of mutant viruses, as unmutated antigens are still
expressed and recognized by existing immune specificities
during local coinfection, slowing down the kinetics of novel
specificity selections. Furthermore, the segmented nature
of the influenza virus genome complicates the selection of
multiple mutation variants. While the generation of quasi-
species virus is well known during influenza virus replica-
tion, the selection of multi-epitopic variants on different
gene segments will probably proceed stepwise rather than
synchronously as the mutations in different proteins will not
be linked to one unique RNA strand.

So how can virus evolution be slowed? Perhaps clues may
be gathered from chronic infections such as HIV or hepatitis
C virus. In these infections, the virus can escape immune
pressure mediated by both T cell and B cell specificities,
leading to the generation of quasi-species in the host. The
basis of virus evolution is the intrinsic unfaithful nature of
the viral polymerase whose activity introduces systemati-
cally ‘‘errors’’ in the newly produced viral genomes and
generates a pool of virus variants for selection, a concept
shared by influenza viruses. For HIV, preventing viral rep-
lication using combinations of highly specific and synergetic
drugs, called highly active antiretroviral therapies, is now
the basis of viral suppression and has changed the lives of
HIV-infected patients worldwide (17). These highly active
antiretroviral therapies depend on the use of the multiple
antiviral drugs to effectively suppress viral evolution and
prevent the generation of drug-resistant viruses. Monother-
apies have all failed to prevent HIV evolution and have re-
sulted in the selection of drug-resistant viruses, a fate that is
also true for the treatment of influenza with adamantanes.

In a similar manner, a host response comprising multiple
synergistic specificities could help minimize specificity-
induced virus evolution. This requires addition of supple-
mental target antigens to current approaches designed to
generate broadly reactive specificities using minimally fo-
cused immunogens. For influenza, this could be achieved in
multiple ways. In addition to targeting the conserved HA
stem region, the goal might be to continue to immunize with
HA to generate an updated broader response targeting the
head. Recent studies have indeed suggested that HA head
immunodominance over stem epitopes can be overcome by
partitioning head from stem (2). Therefore, the additional
specificities may have to be given in a separate immuniza-
tion. Other target IAV proteins, such as the NA or the more
conserved nucleoprotein or matrix, could also be considered
to add breadth to the response. Any of these antigens would
effectively broaden the vaccine response and reduce the
opportunity for specificity-based virus evolution. To the
extent possible, inducing responses associated with optimal
effector function mechanisms, especially neutralization or
preventing cell infection, would be ideal.

Epilogue from J.R.B.

It was a genuine privilege to be one of Peter’s earliest
graduate students. It was an extremely exciting time immedi-
ately after his Nobel winning discovery when he came to Phi-
ladelphia to work at the Wistar Institute and University of

Pennsylvania. Peter’s curiosity and passion to understand the
biology of T cell responses were infectious and inspirational. It
was a pure pleasure to work and learn side by side with him at
the bench. I have immense gratitude for the training he gave me
and for all the support he has provided throughout the years
since. Although this journal issue is for Peter, personally I
would feel remiss if I did not mention his supporting foundation
at home. I thank Penny for her kindness, grace, and generosity
when we were graduate students but also over the years. I rec-
ognize and deeply appreciate her contributions to Peter’s suc-
cess and support to allow him to share his knowledge and
insight to me as a trainee but also to the rest of the world.
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